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IN THE traditional Romanian society, the lineage, origin and longevity of
the family were of great importance, conferring the “right” and “primacy” for
nobility, higher social acceptance and chances for an easier and faster integra-
tion within the “nobility class” and, in time, even within the country’s “noblesse.”
For those who were named boyars, “the origin of their family” was very impor-
tant as concerns the community’s perception regarding the social status of the
new boyar and his family, legitimizing the ascension of those originating from
“old Moldavians, mazili”1, meaning from ruined boyars2 or from “old mazili and
captains, free, land-owning peasants (rãzeºi),” meaning old families, belong-
ing to an autochthonous lineage, even though they did not have boyars among
their ancestors3. In exchange, the new boyars “who rose from the mass to lose
their origin” or who came from “strangers,” “foreigners by lineage and by place,”
were included among the “upstarts” and the “arrivistes” by most of the boyars
by lineage, regardless of the rank they managed to acquire4. The “low-class”
descent did not include many of the land-owning peasants who were the noblest
of the peasants, but at the same time the least noble of the boyars”5. Free peas-
ants’ “nobility,” who claimed the existence of noble ancestors, often with
attested genealogic documents, elaborated to protect their lands and to reduce
the taxes6, and sometimes only with the support of oral, local traditions7, gave
the land-owning peasant the chance to take advantage of life circumstances in
order to “rise to nobility,” provided that he were the individual owner of a “cho-
sen part” of the land, of “immobile fortune” and the “protégée” (“the man”)
of a boyar within the Divan. Iordache Murguleþ, although a boyar, he was proud
to “have a good time in the peasant style,” reproaching to his sister-in-law Aniþa
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that she and her husband Constantin Murguleþ got used to “nobility leisure and
could not give it up”8.

The only ones who did not serve a “master,” still a boyar, when they did
not work within the Principality’s administration (officials changed every year,
and many boyars were “left outside” for one year or more), were the boyars with-
in the regional and departmental administration, belonging to families who
had continuous great “princely services,” sometimes even in the Divan, and whose
lineage and “nobility status” seniority inherited from the parents did not allow
them to take the service and the protection of a “master,” a boyar like them9. The
number of families whose members did regular services for a “master” was rather
great in each Principality, meaning several dozens, some of which included, accord-
ing to the formal criterion of the high office, within the “first class,” and oth-
ers, the majority, incorporated in “the second class,” temporarily or on a long-
term basis, as the boyars didn’t have access anymore to the functions within
the Divan, from vel ban and vel agã (Moldavia), and vel clucer and vel paharnic
(Walachia) upwards. Often, these families, “the great families” within the social
elite were generically called “the privileged class,” excluding the low or newer
boyars, the mazili and the privilegheþi, exactly because the members of the “priv-
ileged class” did not have another “master” besides the prince, doing only “prince-
ly services,” regardless of them belonging to the “first class” or to the “second
class.” While talking about the abuses committed in the administration of the
Principalities while he was a child, during the reign of Grigore IV Ghica, Nicolae
Creþulescu talked about “the self will and arbitrariness of lower and higher author-
ities” within the departments (ispravnici, sameºi, zapci, zlotaºi, etc.), but “like-
wise in the case of the privileged class”, meaning the families within the social elite,
and the “nobility” by lineage within the departments10.

On the basis of this difference, observable in the daily attitude of the boyars
towards one another, V.F. Malinovski, the Russian consul at Iaºi, made a dis-
tinction between the “local boyars” (in other words, “boyars by lineage”) and
“other ranks or functions,” introducing within the last category those who had
local functions (not “the Greeks”), but who were not acknowledged as true
“nobles” by the nobility orders”11. In Bessarabia, Filip F. Wiegel made the same
clear differentiation between only “seven or eight families – Sturdza, Balº, Rosetti,
Donici, Krupenski, Paladi, Catargi and Râºcanu, “who “descend from Moldavian
boyars” and “the rest of around 80 so-called noble families,” who “were the ser-
vants [in fact, clerks – o.n.] of boyars”12. Among the eight families abovemen-
tioned, Sturdza, Balº, Roset, Paladi and Catargiu had belonged to the “first class”
Moldavian boyars, but the members of the Donici, Crupenschi and Râºcanu fam-
ilies were constantly included in the “second class” category13, and only seldom
a boyar within the family managed to have his way into the “first class”14.
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Nevertheless, Wiegel identified a veritable social rupture between the three
families of “genuine” boyars and the rest of the boyars in Bessarabia acknowl-
edged by the Russian in the new province, the latter descending from “boyars’
clerks,” from “delegates, entrepreneurs and [...] administrators” of the lands
belonging to genuinely “noble” and society-acknowledged nobility lineage
Moldavian boyars15.

For example, younger or older boyars within the Cuza, Vârnav, Miclescu,
Greceanu, Crupenschi, Donici, Cananãu, Baºotã, Buhuº families (Moldavia),
almost completely excluded from the functions within the Divan towards the
beginning of the 19th century, given the history and the tradition of high “prince-
ly services” of their “parents” and their “ancestors,” were not allowed to tres-
pass their inherited social condition, becoming “clerks” for the boyars within the
Divan. The social status and condition of these boyar families within the region-
al administration (þinutaºe) were generally considered by the social history papers
as rather close to the new boyars and to the low boyars (boiernaºi), to the mazili
and the lineages, forming together the so-called “secondary boyarship” of the
Principalities. Nevertheless, the low boyars, the mazili and the lineages, togeth-
er with the privilegheþi, traditionally performed services of “clerks” also on the
lands of these “boyars by lineage” of within the regional administration, not only
for the boyars within the Divan, belonging to the social elite16. 

The boyarship within the regional administration who only had “princely serv-
ices” had a clearly higher social status and condition than the newer and the
low boyarship, even though, in numerous cases, the high office criterion said
“otherwise,” the nobility ranks of certain boyars within the second category hav-
ing similar or even higher ranks in some cases. In 1803, Vasile Hermeziu,
Ioniþã Gane and Constantin Adam, descending from low boyars from the region
of Suceava, advanced and became while Iordache Cananãu, Iordache Balº and
Ioniþã Vârnav were only pitar, collector of duties on spirits (cãminar), and
steward (stolnic)17, respectively, very close or inferior ranks to the abovementioned
ones, the social status difference being dictated by the family lineage, ensuring
to the last a higher position, of genuine “nobility,” despite the rather low rank,
explicable because they were young. This situation, specific to the internal hier-
archy of the boyarship, according to the social tradition reference points, was still
alive in the memory of Alecu Cantacuzino, descendant of the Moldavian Deleni,
who recalled that “the sons of those families of patricians [the great families –
o.n.] when they had to start the public service school,” while they were young,
their “rank was taken for that of their clients,” meaning of the boyars within
“lower” families, but older, and with a publicly-acknowledged inferior status18. 

In these circumstances, incorporating the two categories – noble families by
lineage, within the regional administration, on one hand, and newer, as well as low
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boyars, on the other – within the structure of a relatively unitary, so-called “sec-
ondary boyarship,” by taking into account only the high office criterion, does
not respect at all the particularities of the social order and organization of the
Romanian Principalities, and the characteristics of the hierarchical conception
specific to the autochthonous boyarship. While disrespecting the formal criterion
of the high office, social reality turned out to be far more complex, reordering
the boyars within the “first class” and those within “the second class” into anoth-
er social and order of power. But, even more importantly, according to other cri-
teria, such as family tradition, including the continuity of “great princely servic-
es,” the acknowledged longevity of the “lineage” also played a crucial role.

Between the families of the „boyarship by lineage, within the regional admin-
istration” and those of the social elite, the preoccupation for the lineage, for
the longevity of the families and the continuity of high functions generated a true
legitimacy competition, of “justifying,” placing the criterion of longevity and that of
the origin, the “nobility,” above the formal and often contested, but institutionalized
criterion of the high office. Within these disputes, more and more visible starting
with 1790, accentuated after the changes introduced by the Russians in Bessarabia
offered a model in this matter, the boyarship by lineage, within the regional admin-
istration, tries to assert its legitimacy of noble origin in comparison with the
boyars by birth of the social elite, contesting the longevity and higher “nobili-
ty” of the families within the autochthonous social elite, providing papers and
written proofs of “nobility” from the ruling Divan, on the basis of certain “noble
lineages” and ancient “documents” belonging to the family. Far from being “a
brood of new riches,” as many of the low boyars, this boyarship by lineage, with-
in the regional administration, by combining members within the two first
steps of “nobility,” proud of its longevity, was, on one side, hostile to the “new
riches” boyarship, recently risen to “nobility,” and, on the other hand, it contested
the monopole of the “country’s pillars” over the “nobility” and the power with-
in the State19.

These families had cultivated, starting with the last years of the 18th century,
the image of great boyarship by lineage, noble by birth, as the “country’s pillars.”
The increasing number of solicitations regarding this kind of “documents” and
“written proofs,” claimed by various boyars within this category from the rul-
ing Divan is the result of these preoccupations, but also of the Russian influence,
who had suggested them an efficient method of getting a document-attested
“nobility” comparable to that of “great families.” The authorities of the Empire
had asked for the validation papers concerning the nobility from most of the
Moldavian and Walachia boyars in Russia immediately after the Peace of Iaºi
(1792), and, at least in Moldavia, there was an increase in the number of prince-
ly documents and books on the subject. Following the example of the boyars who
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had “emigrated” to Russia, the noble families by lineage, within the regional
administration, started to see these documents and written papers as means to
fight the attempts of the social elite to self-nominate as unique “nobility” of
the country, with the right of nobility, given the continuity of the “great line-
ages” in the functions of the Divan. Costandin Tãutu, “the son of Toader Tãutu,”
belonging to a family of great lineage, much envied at the time20, but deposed
and having only low services, “barely known among the low boyars”21, got in
1793 from Prince Mihail Suþu an “exemption paper,” on the basis of old “prince-
ly books and proofs,” confirming that his “lineage goes back to Ioan Tãutu,
who was High Chancellor, being related to great boyars and distinguished
families”22. He elaborated that “old genealogical tree” that Ioan Murariu dis-
covered at the State Archives in Botoºani, without being able to date it. That “lin-
eage,” with around 100 persons, ends with Costandin, the son of Toader Tãutu
and had among the ascendants relatives of “great boyars and distinguished
families”: Boul, Moþoc, Paladi, Cantacuzino, Sturdza, and Turculeþ23. 

In 1815, the Racoviþã boyars, with only low functions at the time, got a
document attesting that “their lineage [...] is of Moldavian boyars by birth [...]
proven to be great patriots”24, and Alecu Calimach (autochthonous) received a
diploma acknowledging him “all the privileges of the nobility”25. In a Triodion
offered by Constantin Vârnav to the church of Bârzeºti there was a note regard-
ing the family of Vârnav, “originating in Moldavia, two hundred years ago”26.
Toma and Sãndulache Stamatin claimed to be descendants of the great family
of the Movileºti27, Iordache Drãghici of the Walachia family Drãghici, related
to the Cantacuzinos28, and the Sioneºti “fabricated” a glorious, but fantasist geneal-
ogy29. This practice, which became a habit, did not disappear during the regu-
latory period. In 1833, Dimitrie Duca received an “authenticating notice,” not
from the State, but from various boyars, attesting that he is the son of the deceased
ban Pavãl Duca, and nephew of Gheorghe Duca, nobleman from Bessarabia30.

As far as they are concerned, “the great noble families” by birth attempted
at also assimilating a “nobility” that was not accessible to other families, claim-
ing princely ascendances, Romanian or foreign, and the ongoing continuity in
“making sacrifices” and in “services” of the land, mostly concerning the high func-
tions of the Divan belonging to “our fathers and forefathers.” The claims of
the social elite within both Principalities had a relative historical basis and, maybe
even more importantly, they are acknowledged in this way by the traditional
Romanian society of the beginning of the 19th century31. Besides the continu-
ity, the “siraua” of great families, “related to the princes at involved in the rul-
ing process,” as distinctive element of “nobility,” we also had the idea that the
nobility of these ruling lineages would be validated by the “sacrifices” of their
ancestors32.
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On the other hand, the great noble families by birth insisted upon being
differentiated from the boyarship by lineage outside the social elite, appealing
to those reference points of the autochthonous traditions and administration prac-
tices meant to certify their superior “nobility” and to confer a historical “justifi-
cation” of their claimed monopole over the great functions within the Divan, using
their influence at the court and their power over the ruling prince. As regards
them having almost all great functions within the Divan, it is true that “we are
maybe one of the sole [of the few – o.n.] countries in Europe, where from
father to son (e.g, at Balºi, at Bãleni, etc.) there have been he same functions
for over seven generations (vel magistrate, vel chancellor, etc.)”33, but, in com-
parison to the first half of the 18th century, only at the end of it and at the
beginning of the 19th century did the great autochthonous „noble families” by
birth (Bãlºeºtii, Roseteºtii, Sturdzeºtii, Cantacuzinii, Ghiculeºtii, Pãlãdeºtii and
Catargii in Moldavia, Brâncovenii, Bãlãcenii, Bãlenii, Goleºtii, Ghiculeºtii, Filipeºtii,
Vãcãreºtii and Creþuleºtii in Walachia) manage to impose a true “oligarchic” mono-
pole over the high functions within the Divan (ban, chancellor, High Steward,
treasurer, hetman and aga), repeatedly and significantly called “services of the land”34.
While enumerating the “great families,” Ion Tanoviceanu righteously asserted
that “in order to play a [political – o.n.] role in Moldavia at the end of the pre-
vious century [the 18th – o.n.] and at the beginning of this century one had to
be a Rosetti, Balº, Cantacuzino, Sturdza, Ghica, Paladi or Catargi,” forming
the veritable social elite of the country, regarding of the services provided at a cer-
tain point35. 

In these conditions, marked by the erosion of the social distinction ensured
by their ranks, the “great autochthonous families” tried to acquire a legitimacy
based upon the representations of the tradition regarding its “oligarchic” polit-
ical primacy and the outstanding power in the State and the society. The dif-
ference from the previous period was that, since the reforms of Constantin
Mavrocordat and the practices related to the process of becoming a boyar,
instituted by the Fanariot princes, one could not have the title of boyar with-
out a princely decree, even though he was a landowner and that the “commu-
nity” acknowledged his inherited “nobility. There was an exception for the sons
of the great noble families whose lineage was highly renown, and they had
continuity regarding the functions within the Divan, with the honorific title of
chancellor or chamberlain even since they were very young, “from their birth,”
without a confirmatory decree from the chancellery of the prince. In a study which
started the discussion on this social history and genealogy matter, Alexandru
Perietzianu-Buzãu came to the conclusion that „the so-called low chancellor [s.a.]
was [...] was given at birth to all the sons of low chamberlains, meaning to all
the nephews of a boyar, without a confirmation from the chancellery of the
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prince”36. We can easily see that, in order to get this honorific title, the son of a
boyar had to be at least the third generation of boyars in his family – a mini-
mal condition confirmed by the society in the light of a tradition to be integrated
in the “boyarship by lineage”37. 

Interested in introducing a clear distinction between the autochthonous social
elite and the rest of the boyarship by lineage, the top noble families by birth
of both Principalities have looked for other titles for their sons before they turned
18, with higher symbolical meaning, according to the tradition of each Romanian
Principality. Starting with the end of the 18th century, several very young
Moldavians within the Balº and Sturdza families appear with the title of vel
spatharus, vel magistrate or vel treasurer. Without many direct testimony of them
having received these great ranks “by birth,” the “cocoons” are mentioned
with that function, before they turn 18, “at that time [...] 25 years old,” and the
minors could not get such functions in reality38. Alecu Balº is attested as vel treas-
urer in 179239, while he was in fact far too young to have such a function40,
that his father, “the old treasurer [my italics] Iordache Balº, great and strong
boyar”41 “left him as inheritance,” as title, for all his life. The youngest, Iancu
Balº received the title of vel spatharus, before having the first function of halè,
vel comis in 1812, inferior function to that of spatharus42, but, once he moved to
Besssarabia, Iancu Balº gave up on his youth title, preferring the more famous
one of chamberlain of tsar Alexander I43. Iordache Bãlºucã, the son of vel chan-
cellor Constantin Balº Ciuntu had the title of vel treasurer in 1801, when he was
only 25 and before becoming vel spatharus in 1812, inferior function to that
of vel treasurer, but effective this time44. Costache Sturdza, the son of the
dreaded and peevish treasurer Sãndulache Sturdza had the title of vel spatharus
when he wasn’t even 20, in 1809 and before receiving any hale function45, and
Alexandru Sturdza, the son of vel chancellor Mihail Sturdza, the head of the
Sturdzeºti “folk music band” around 1800, had all his life the title of treasur-
er, even long before he had ever occupied this function, during the Turko-Russian
war (1828-1829)46. In Walachia the titles given to the sons of boyars by birth
were far more diverse, as the old functions of vel paharnic, vel clucer, vel stolnic
have remained within the Divan, keeping their symbolical value, unlike the
Moldavian case Before the introduction of this trend, the future great ban
Constantin Nãsturel was during his early youth “chamberlain, as any boyar’s
son”47, but his son, Radu Nãsturel Herescu, “the hunched” (1750-1874) received
another title “at birth,” that of vel paharnic48, unlike the “deposed” descen-
dants of another son of the abovementioned ban. ªerban Nãsturel’s children,
who changed their names in the monastery into Macarie, Stoica and Ion Nãsturel
have continued to wear “by birth” the title of “low chamberlain,” “low chan-
cellor,” respectively.
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Conserving the fortune of the orphan “cocoons” within the “great families”
started to preoccupy more and more the Walachian nobles by birth, while the
passion for luxury and the “plague” of playing cards had cancelled the “inheri-
tance” rights of some of the boyars within the social elite. “In order to prevent
the disappearance of noble houses” out of “children’s fault [...] as they are old
and still spenders, as some of the great noble houses have perished,” the Divan
of Ion Caragea elaborated a “report to the prince” on August 15, 1814, request-
ing the prohibition for boyars’ sons “without tutors” of their parents’ fortune,
“even if they are married,” “to borrow [...] or to make business” with the mer-
chants within the country, without “permission” from the “superior clergy and
with their signatures”49. In a report of the following year “the superior clergy
by birth” for the “sumptuousness of the crews [of the boyars’ carriages – o.n.]
to be limited according to each class, rank and position” (my italics) of the boyars,
who give in to luxury according to the fortune, without taking into full account
the tradition and the boyars’ “good manners”50. These social differentiation prac-
tices applied by the boyarship of the Walachian social elite triggered the reac-
tion of “some young boyars [...] unhappy [...] about giving certain titles to boyars’
sons and insisted for these functions to be abrogated or for them to have the same
functions” (my italics)51. As it can be easily seen, we were talking here about ranks,
not about effective functions, and about eliminating the practice of giving
these titles only to certain boyars’ sons, within the families of the social elite, and
not about eliminating the respective functions. The regulatory legislation was
to enforce this social differentiation practice, based upon the political power of
the boyars by birth. In February 1835, The project was established the ranks
according to the functions proposed to the Moldavian Administrative Assembly
suffered an “alteration,” after the idea of chamberlain Costin Catargiu, who asked
for „young sons of the great boyars who will win through their learning and will get
diplomas [...] to be received [directly – o.n.] into the sixth class [of ranks – o.n.],”
meaning that of cupbearer, steward, and delegate, while the sons of low boyars
had to get into each “class” at one time, the first being the ninth class, that of
ºãtrari and jitniceri52. 

Until the years of the autochthonous ruling, the complicated social and
political practices of preserving the best social position possible, of differentiat-
ing from other “nobility” categories have strictly followed the horizon of “fam-
ily structures,” and the sources do not offer the idea or even the thought of a “class
identity,” belonging to social „macro-groups,” as the historiographic understanding
of the “great boyarship” and the “secondary boyarship.” Such a division into
social “classes” was not familiar at the time for the traditional social system, and
the “rise” to nobility of “lower” families did not imply the “equality” of privi-
leges and prestige, was not the expression of an “equality spirit,” but it meant
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exactly the opposite, a differentiation, climbing the social “hierarchy,” the essen-
tial stake being the prestige, the acknowledgment, which, “inherited” by the chil-
dren, integrated the whole family into a social and “power” universe. If in the
Romanian society at the turn of the century we can sport a social “community
of interests” which could be transposed or, why not, balanced against at the polit-
ical level, the sourced indicate two such “groups” or “identities” – the “great fam-
ilies” of each Principality, the „noble families by lineage” within the regional admin-
istration departments), who had an “internal political struggle” in order to
consolidate their prestige and their “power” in the society and in the State, but
who, in fact, constituted up to twenty families in each Principality, the rest of
the boyarship playing a secondary role, given their positions of subordinates of
the higher boyars, their “masters,” to whom they swore “faith” and “obedience”
in exchange for „their “protection” and “enrichment.” Until the years of the organ-
ic regulations, the political confrontation took place within the great boyarship by
lineage, opposing those that the sources call “the country’s pillars” (their fami-
lies) to certain “rebels” from the great families within the regional administration,
who, almost with no exceptions, had among their grandparents or ancestors
people with great functions within the Divan, and they received a serious hit in
their interests after the constitution (around 1800) of what the testimonies call
“the magnates’ system” or that of “the great families.” Fro the perspective of the
social origin of the “National Party,” the conclusion directs the investigation towards
studying the solidarities and the social links (including the family), and towards
the subsequent political loyalties, with reference to these families, re-evaluating the
role of a “bourgeoisie” or of a “peasantry boyarship,” considered as one of the
most important, inside of each an “egalitarian spirit” seems to have been promoted,
as social fundament of constituting the National Party.

During the regulatory period, the great noble families by birth opposed the
tradition of the “nobility system” of the previous period, with its social pres-
tige symbols (the beard, the mantle, the canes, the height of the hat – calpac, kiss-
ing the hand and the margins of the hat – iºlic, etc.), to the administrative hier-
archy of the ranks imposed by the organic ruling, which laughed at these old
“good habits.” Worried of the great number of new boyars among the “employ-
ee” in the administration and the justice, “new people” without noble origins
or nobles by lineage, the great boyars claimed the inclusion within the “noble
class” of certain clerks that they had previously despised and called “upstarts.”
A testimony signed by metropolitan Veniamin Costache and by some great boyars
by birth reads that the magistrates, the border clerks “since the old days” in
“our Moldavian territory,” had belonged to the “nobility system” and that “they
were entitled to wear beards in order to be recognised, and that they should
also be allowed to wear canes, in order to take part in the Divan in matters of
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the borders [my italics],” being mostly “known as boyars’ sons”53. The signers
(chancellor Dimitrie Sturdza, chancellor Constantin Cantacuzino [Paºcanu],
Costache Conachi – chancellor and knight, Alexandru Ghica – chancellor and
knight, Neculai Canta – chancellor and knight, Costachi Balº – chancellor and
knight, treasurer Iordache Ghica, treasurer Alecu Sturdza, magistrate Iordache
Balº [Bãlºucã], magistrate Vasile Beldiman, chamberlain Manolachi Radul, cham-
berlain Vasile Veisa and chamberlain Dimitrie Bran), most of them boyars by
birth of leading families, intentionally “forgot” that these clerks had never been
integrated into the “nobility system,” had never worn a “beard,” or “canes”
and that they participated at the Divan Assembly as “witnesses” to the trials,
and not as “rightful” members. Despised and lowered for such a long time,
seen as “clerks” and “unimportant” low boyars, “upstarts,” these magistrates could
now be compared against as low, but “genuine nobility,” to the new regulatory
administrative “systems.” 

The same aspects of “distinction” and “great longevity” made the noble
families by birth to “discover” the passion of the genealogical research, “the love”
for blazons and other aristocratic symbols, which had previously only acciden-
tally caught their attention, for particular cases and for thigh political stakes54.
While elaborating the Cantacuzino genealogy during the time he was in Russia,
ban Mihai Cantacuzino was influenced by the interest for genealogy of the Russian
nobility during the reign of Catherine II55, often using himself the term “ghe-
nealoghii,” rarely used in the Principalities at that time, comparative with the “sir-
aua” or the “lineage” of the great families56. Certain terms borrowed from the
Russian vocabulary, such as “ohavnice relatives,” by which Mihai Cantacuzino
meant autochthonous, but which really meant of noble descent, “by blood,”
unveils this aspect57. This model contrasted with the “example” of the Oriental
Turkish-Fanariot elite, characterized by rapid ascensions and falls, by the insta-
bility of the structures and by the fragility of its hierarchies, by the failure in
setting certain specific behavioural values and norms, for a “noble” identity
and for social prestige, by differentiating it from other categories, but which clear-
ly imitated the “habits” and “moods” of the ruling houses, the Grand Vizier,
the Grand Dragoman or the Fanariot prince58. 

The right “by blood,” through which the family tradition of the great noble
houses were combined within the historical tradition of the State, become
more important in the aristocratic perception of the time, within the French,
German or Russian space, in comparison to other state criteria, conferring to the
noble of the court, with or without a function within the administration, a
special status and the supremacy within the social-political order of the Ancient
Regime59. The blood descent was not that much related anymore to conserv-
ing the territorial patrimony or the knightly mindset, as now the essential aspects
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were family genealogies, titles, blazons, “aristocratic” manners and other “eti-
quette” elements, in order to determine the identity of the great Occidental nobil-
ity who claimed their noble longevity60. On the other side, the Austrian and
Russian pressure upon the Ottoman Empire made the Balkan noble elites to have
their hopes high again regarding the “liberation” from the Ottoman domination.
Besides the religious connotations, related to old Byzantine “orders of the cru-
sades”61, these elites have strongly reiterated their Byzantine political inheri-
tance and they tried to maintain for themselves a status comparable to that of the
European nobles regarding the nobility. The memory and descent from “Greek
lineages, from ancient families during the Constantinople Emperors”62 combined
with studying the genealogies of the Balkan Medieval princely families, result-
ing in heraldic compositions, with blazons, “real or imaginary, of the princes
of Bosnia, Serbia, and Bulgaria. Greek or Macedonian merchants, new riches,
settled in the Habsburg States, and struggled to obtain noble diplomas and
blazons decorated with Byzantine elements”63.

Given these external influences, the few genealogies of the great autochtho-
nous families elaborated in the first half of the 19th century in the Principalities,
taking over – more or less accurately – elements of the European genealogic
model, without getting too far from the local tradition of noble lineages64, explic-
itly reflect the desire to differentiate themselves from the rest of the autochtho-
nous or “foreign” noble families who got to high ranks, but who could not claim
the same illustrious and ancient origins. In these genealogical “tables” and “armo-
rials,” the documents referring to buying, exchanging or inheriting lands con-
stitutes now attested evidence, as lineages don’t prove anymore “the proof of
being autochthonous,” the right to have or the primacy over “the services for the
country,” but they are meant to attest, taking into account the family continu-
ity, longevity and noble origin of the respective family. One of the first such
attempts was an “armorial” of the Moldavian family Balº, comprising 16 persons
within four generations, forefathers of the children of Grand Treasurer Iordache
Balº – Alecu, Ioan (Iancu) and Ecaterina65. Elaborated and edited by Iordache
Mãlinescu in 1842, the lineage of the Costache family was “the author’s wor-
ship of the great metropolitan Veniamin Costachi and a flattery” of the “pre-
tentious agã Gheorghe Costachi” and of “Mihail Boldur Costachi, general and
hetman [...] of Moldavia”66. These armorials and genealogical tables represent-
ed, among others, a symbolical resistance form of the “great families” towards
the so-called “people without character” promoted by the princes and, later,
towards the administrative hierarchy imposed to the great autochthonous boyarship
by the organic ruling, who had severely “mixed,” according to the criterion of
the rank, “the genuine nobility” with the “upstarts,” “employees” of the States
chosen from “low class” families. In exchange, the lineages elaborated by the
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boyarship within the regional administration had still in view validating “the
impropriating right” for that “family” and attesting certain land rights67.

�
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1. Translator’s note: the mazili were low boyars or low boyars’ descendants, with no
public frunctions.

2. For example, Ghergheleºtii, “ancient Moldavians, mazili from the region of Dorohoi”
(Costandin Sion, Arhondologia Moldovei. Amintiri ºi note contimporane. Boierii moldoveni,
Text ales ºi stabilit, glosar ºi indice de Rodica Rotaru, Prefaþã de Mircea Anghelescu,
Postfaþã, note ºi comentarii de ªtefan S. Gorovei, Bucharest, Minerva, 1973, p.
55) or the Caracaº family, “ancient Moldavians, mazili from the region of Vaslui”
(ibidem, p. 121). A certain ªtefãnache Gherghel was a mazil and had an “immo-
bile fortune” at Cãlineºti (the region of Suceava) around 1803 (Uricariul cuprinzã-
toriu de hrisoave, anaforale ºi alte acte ale Moldovei din suta XIV-a pânã la a XIX-a, VII,
Iassi, 1886, p. 242; Condica liuzilor), later rose as boyar, tax gatherer, “for Prince
Calimah” (Scarlat Callimachi) (Costandin Sion, op. cit., p. 56).

3. The Codreni, according to Costandin Sion, originated in “ancient mazili and cap-
tains, land-owning peasants from Boþeºti, the region of Fãlciu” (ibidem, p. 103).

4. Ibidem, pp. 48-49.
5. Valentin Al. Georgescu, Preemþiunea în istoria dreptului român. Drepturi de protimi-

sis în Þara Româneascã ºi Moldavia, Bucharest, 1965, p. 34.
6. George-Felix Taºcã, Paharnicul Panã de la Galaþi ºi descendenþa sa pânã azi, in “Arhiva

Genealogicã”, V (X), 1998, no. 3-4, p. 109. The pertinent observations of Ion T.
Sion regarding the historical value of the land-owning peasants’ lineages elaborat-
ed during the 18th century and the first half of the 19th century, ca, as well as any fam-
ily lineage, fluctuant according to the documentary evidence (Ion T. Sion, Consideraþii
cu privire la spiþele de neam rãzeºeºti, in “Arhiva Genealogicã”, V (X), 1998, no. 3-4,
pp. 119-120, 124), compulsory for any genealogical study, cannot be fully compared
for this study, as the authenticity of the lineages through which a person support-
ed at a certain point his nobility claims does not influence the utility of the source
for a research having as purpose the ascensions to nobility, not the historical solid-
ity of the evidence shown to get it. Also, we are interested in the society’s perception
regarding the authenticity of these nobility ascensions and not their historical
validity per se. In other words, the historical truthfulness of Iordache Drãghici’s claims
of originating from the Walachian Cantacuzins is far less important this research than
whether this lineage was seen as true or false by the contemporaries.  

7. Ion T. Sion identified similar oral traditions in the case of two villages (Umbrãreºti,
the region of Tecuci, and Suraia, the region of Putna) “far away from each other”,
but which had the same manner of talking about their origin (ibidem, p. 125). 

8. Acte botoºãnene ºi dorohoiene, in “Revista istoricã”, X, 1924, no. 4-6, p. 199 (July
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and Constantin were brothers results from Act de întãrire al lui Ioniþã Sandu Sturdza
(Gh. Ghibãnescu, Documente, in “Ion Neculce”, I, 1921, fascicule 1, pp. 94-95).

9. We do not include here the various services of a boyar towards another boyar, also
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or “cousin”, even if they were not related. That is why borders were set of princely
order, and the “empowerment”, if the land was sold, was financially rewarded, like
a mediation service, a favor. It was the same with the “service” of recuperating a
debt from a third party, on the basis of a document handed over to the intermedi-
ary, who, in case the matter got to the courthouse, represented the creditor boyar as
“bailiff”, without implying that he was the “servant” or that the boyar was the
“master”. Also, in trials for lands, the boyars constituting a party in the trial sent
their “bailiffs” to represent them, but not always among the land’s administrators, also
called “bailiffs”, but sometimes among the boyars who were good at legislation or
hose who had “taken over” the land. In “the great trial of Vrancea”, Iordache Roset
Roznovanu chose as “bailiff” for the trial of 1814 the oldest of his father-in-law’s sons
– of his first wife (Constantin Balº Ciuntu), meaning Iordache Balº Bãlºucã, who of
course, did not do a “service” for a “master”, but a favour according to family and
power interests (Uricariul, II, Iassi, 1852, p. 1; December1814, Hrisovul Domnului
Scarlat A. Calimah pentru procesul dintre vistiernicul Iordache Roset cu rãzeºii vrânceni).
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15. Filip F. Wiegel, op. cit., p. 19.
16. About Theodor Vârnav, landowner at Petia (Suceava), Dimitrie Ghiþescu said that
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(my italics), claiming to be “a great noble”, in comparison to low boyars and
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Abstract
Nobility and Power in Moldavia at the Beginning of the 19th Century

In a book entitled Language and symbolic power, Pierre Bourdieu defined the relationship between
identity, language and representation the fact that identity is the subject of mental representa-
tions, as acts of perception and appreciation, knowledge and recognition of people, expressed
through a language that reflect their interests and assumptions. Understanding ethnic and social
identities in this manner, an interdisciplinary research must relate to the representation as part of
historical reality, not as a deformation reality, furthermore, to examine the confrontation between
representations, as mental images conveyed by various social actors, trying thereby to justify a posi-
tion of power in society and state. 
In this conceptual horizon our paper is placed, which aims to examine in the context how social
and political actors from the Romanian Principalities elite built their legitimacy of competing in
the competition for power by appealing to a language full of representations of identity, in the fight
for the political power and the social prestige.

Keywords
identity, power, representations, social prestige
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